SECOND CLASS MEETING ASSIGNMENTS

1. Purchase the text.

2. Each student is to present a speech at the second class meeting:
   a. Speech may be on whatever topic you choose.
   b. Speech may NOT be one you (or anyone else) has ever delivered. In other words, it will be your own original speech.
   c. You may take notes to the front of the room from which to deliver the speech.
   d. If you use notes, an exact copy (xerox) of these notes will be submitted before the delivery.
   e. The speech is to last no less than 2 and one half minutes and no more than three and one half minutes.
   f. No assistance is to be requested or received from any teacher of Speech.

3. On August 31 begin a journal addressing your progress in this graduate speech class:
   a. Only a few sentences are necessary for each day.
   b. On August 31st, the entry should address your feelings about the class prior to its beginning, the second entry for that day should address your feelings during the class, and the third entry should address your feeling after the class that day.

   The entries for the days subsequent to the first class meeting should discuss your progress and feelings about the preparations for your speech.

   On Sept. 14, the entry will address your feelings before the class, during the class, and during and after your speech.